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A Lucid Dream

We are literally witnessing an Ombre Experiment each
day, as the sun creeps into the sky and then
gradually blends back into the night. The world
and its ever expanding collection of colored hues are
whirling around us. Now watch those moving tints and
shades transforming from light to dark. It’s a lucid
dream. This series of pendants and architectural screens
uniquely capture this extraordinary spectacle, be it
wildly organic or sophisticatedly structured. Whether
it’s the Perpetual Night bringing the aurora into the
daylight or your childhood question of Love me or Love
Me Not. You are waking up to live the lucid dream that
these beautiful handcrafted creations embody.

FALL/WINTER 2019

AWAKENING

Transitioning through each day on autopilot, we rarely
stop and reflect on what is. What it is to pay someone
a compliment, what it is to have the morning sun kiss
your cheek or what it is to have the ocean wash over you
and reset your mind. Reflection is the true awakening.
Digitally printed colors on acrylic suspended individually
with LED light in the center.
Materials: Acrylic
Dimensions: Ø5’ x 2’ H

BLUR

Like the candle light
Blur pendant features
printed acrylic blades
lights dancing with the

flickering in the dark, the
soft gradation of digitally
that resembles the candle
wind and igniting the lucid.

Materials: Acrylic
Dimensions: Ø2’-1” x 3’-1” H

EUPHORIA

It is that feeling when you know something good is
coming, or you had a great idea, or you fall in love.
Euphoria is when the air changes its consistency and
gravity releases its constant hold. Everything seems
brighter and more vibrant. In our Euphoria fixture,
individual wings are made out of thin sheets of aluminum.
By fixing and tensioning them in the center, the rigid
metal sheets naturally flex and the fixture lifts off into
an experiment of color, material and tension working
as one to create a euphoric art form.
Materials: Aluminum
Dimensions: Ø3’- 3” x 1’-10” H

FRAGMENTED
ILLUSION

When you wake up in the morning and you have no
memory of your dream, all you have is a feeling and a
fragmented picture of something intimate and close. The
abstract elements in our Fragmented Illusion cluster
resemble this fragile fluttering memory of a dream,
familiar in shape and at the same time completely unusual
and unexpected.
Materials: Polycarb
Dimensions: 11’-10” L x 3’-11” W x 5’- 3” H

(INDIGO)
PHANTOM

Perhaps we cannot see it in the first glance, but it does
not mean that it does not exist. Seeing beyond our senses we discover deeper meaning. The elegance is in the
simplicity of this design. Digitally printed strips of fine
polycarbonate drape over and fluidly change colors to
create a shade that reveals a blue interior when the light
comes on. Available in custom colors.
Materials: Polycarb
Dimensions: Ø1’-11” x 1’-9” H

LOVE ME NOT

It is a silly game of fortune telling that everyone played as
a child. This screen, however, is so much more than that.
It is a sea of flowers that flood space with optimism and
inspiration. Incorporating 3D printing technology and a
hand dying process, this design remains fresh through all
the seasons.
Materials: 3D printed SLS flowers, Steel, Plywood
Dimensions: 3’-11” W x 14’-5” L x 4’-3” H

MIRAGE

It might have been a dream. One night they found an
upside down oasis. As they looked up to catch the
final glance of the setting sun, the oasis suddenly
scattered into thin pieces of shiny elements and
soaked the desert. If it was a dream, it was a lucid one.
Materials: Aluminum
Dimensions: 11’ x 8’-6” x 14’-1” H

PERPETUAL
NIGHT

Our grandfather once told us, if you have been good,
when you fall asleep, you could fly to the North Pole and
become the beautiful blue-green aurora. Some nights I
would dream that I had become the sea of green lights.
Perpetual Night brings the aurora into the daylight, along
with the story of our grandfathers. Dreaming of this ombre
experiment is the inspiration for this design.
Materials: Wood
Dimensions: 35’-9” L x 5’-3” W x 13’-1” H

ray

FALLING
HORIZON

Soft wonky shapes are clustered together just enough to
divide the space. Inspired by the undulating waves and
curves that blur the line of horizon in a hazy dream.
Materials: Ezo Board, Aluminum
Dimensions: 15’-1” L x 2’-5” W x 5’-7” H

DREAM
WITHIN
A DREAM

Seemingly never ending threads form a loop of yarn. Each
thread is part of the whole and at the same time has
individual shape and character. In this case, threads of
metal finished in individual ways loop together to create an
ethereal cloud with a brightly lit LED core.
Materials: Aluminum
Dimensions: Ø4’-11” x 2’-3” H

WE DESIGN
COOL STUFF.
Yellow Goat Design has been creating award
winning designs for the hospitality, corporate,
retail, healthcare, aviation, multi-residential, and
institutional markets for over 20 years.
We pride ourselves on offering...
AWARD WINNING LIGHTING, SCREENS & SCULPTURES
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
MANUFACTURING
INSTALLATION
SIMPLY COOL STUFF
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